INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a new definition of recursive path ordering when a total ordering is given on the set of symbols. Decomposition ordering is based on a preliminary and comprehensive analysis of terms. This preparation called decomposition arranges relevant information in such an way that ordering looks like a lexicographical ordering. The recursive path ordering or the equivalent decomposition ordering is a good tool to prove the termination of rewriting systems [6] , and therefore to prove inductive properties by the Knuth and Bendix method [4,5,8,13].
%
The second section of this paper is devoted to the definition of the recursive path ordering on terms on a partially ordered set of symbols, we explain why it is possible to focus our study only on totally ordered set of symbols if we want to prove the well-foundedness. Thus, we define properties related to such a set of symbols, namely left-weighted terms and recursive lexicographic ordering. In the third section, we give the proofs of 'the niain theorems in a particular case where F is a set of symbols.of monadic funetions. This is an introduction to the fourth section where the decomposition~'dering is defined and the main theorems are proved, namely equivalence of both ordering and their well-foundedness. In the conclusion, we sketch a comparative study of two algorithms which can be deduced from each definition.
THE RECURSIVE PATH ORDERING

Multiset ordering
A multiset on 9 is a mapping S : 9 + N. The set of multisets on 9 is denoted by A ( 9 ) . For example, (1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5) = S is a multiset on N, where S ( l ) = 1, S (3)=2, S (5)=3 and S (x)=O for all other X E N. Let < 9 be an ordering on 9 , and < be the canonical ordering on N.
DEFINITION 1: The multiset ordering deduced from < 9 is defined as follow:
* [ ( 3~€ 9 )~<~y a n d ( S~<~T~) ] ) ,
i. e., if an element x occurs more frequently in T, there exists another element y greater than x that occurs more frequently in S.
Example 1: If 9={1, 2, 3, ...} u {a, b, c, ...} and 1 < 2 < 3 < ... and a < b < c < ... we have: LEMMA 1 [la]: If < contains < in the relation sense, then < < contains < <. In other words: LEMMA 2: If < is total, then < < is the left to right lexicographic ordering on the decreasing sorted list of the elements. 4
Recursive path ordering
The set T(F) of terms on F terms without arity restrictions will be * considered here. Let us consider the congruence s = t recursively defined as follows: * DEFINITION 2: f (sl, ..., sm) = g (ti, ..., t,,,) iff f =g and there exists a *
permutation o E Sn such that q = t, (i).
Let < be an ordering on the set F of the symbols. $(by rule 3.2, because 1 < 2) c 2 2(a, c); iff (by rule 3.3' with j=2) c=c; iff true.
Total ordering on F is enough for proving well-foundedness
In this section we give some lemmas showing that it is possible to suppose the ordering on F to be total when we want only to prove the well-foundedness.
LEMMA 3: Let < be an ordering containing <, in the relation sense: i. e., * * * * f < g -f <g, then <contains<.Znotherwords,s<t-s<t.
*
Proo$ Suppose s < t. The reasoning is by induction on the structure of * terms. If the first or second condition is applied to prove s < t, then trivially * By Lemma 3, < is well-founded if < can be embedded in an ordering < * on F such that < on T(F) is well-founded. It will be proved constructively, that a necessary condition is that < is total and well-founded (i. e., well-* ordered). In other words, a result of this paper can be: < is well-founded if < can be embedded in a well-ordering.
LEMMA 5: Every well-founded ordering can be embedded in a well-ordering.
Proo$ The proof follows from Zorn's Lemma.
The Lemma 5 allows us to translate, the previous statement into: < is well-founded if < is well-founded (2). Henceforth, < will be a well-orderg, therefore a total ordering.
Left-weighted term
The following result is easily provable.
(' ) It will be noted that Zermelo's Theorem is a particular case of Lemma 5 when the wellfounded relation is the empty relation. Therefore, Lemma5 is equivalent to the axiom of choice.
In most cases, F is finite, so < is well-founded and can be embedded'constructively in a wellordering, by topological sort. 
Recursive lexicographic ordering
We give a simpler ordering which is based on the lexicographic ordering and * which coincides with the recursive path ordering on the <-left-weighted terms.
The recursive lexicographic ordering is given as follows:
where -2 , , , is the lexicographic ordering deduced from < . abbb abacaaa f abacab f bbcab.
In the case of words or linear terms it would be of no interest to distinguish between lexicographic and recursive path ordering. 
If < is total we will say "the" decomposition of a. Then a is the first occurrence of the greatest symbol in a. The induction hypothesis ZH (p) is: "There exists no <-decreasing sequence starting at b." Suppose now that: ui' > a;+ > a;(+z > . . . and because a; does not contain any occurrence of a then a;< a, this also contradicts (A). . By hypothesis b S c, then three cases have to be considered.
8
(1) a < b $ c if b=c and $'= y' then $ < y" (by hypothesis), therefore b, a ) ; a ( 0 , b (a))] , described by the following figure. This decomposition looks like the decomposition of a word, the one difference is that the second component is replaced by a sequence. It will be supposed that the term q is less than any other term. Then it must be noted that Before we prove the decomposition ordering is actually the recursive path ordering, we will prove some lemmas showing that the decomposition ordering works well on the structure of terms. 
., s,,) and s U ( O ) = 0 .
Here four cases have to be considered:
(1) u=v then On the other hand f, =f, =f, =f, and u' =sf = tf = v' , and therefore s < t. and s < t; iff, < f, or f,= fv and u' < E,vf it is obvious.
6
(3) u < v and& 6 f < f, then f=f, <f,=fu and s < t. (2) f < g. Then, by Definition 5, s < t is equivalent to u < t and by 8 induction b ; t is equivalent to u < t; s" ( 0 ) < t"(O) .therefore s < t. The converse comes from the weak form of the Subterm Lemma; 6 iff, < f, or f, =f, and u' <, , , t', the result is obvious. The proof of the induction hypothesis for <I,, and <I,, presents no difficulty and will be omitted. W THEOREM 5: If < is well-founded on F the recursive path ordering is wellfounded on T(F).
Proo$ From Lemma 8 < is < on <-left-weighted terms, i. e., <-left-* a * weighted terms. Therefore, by Theorem 4, < is < on <-left-weighted terms, * but by Lemmas 6 and 7 and Theorem 3, this means < is well-founded on
T(F).
It is interesting to compare the simple arguments used in this proof with those used by Dershowitz [I, 21 which are inspired from Nash-William's proof of Kruskal's theorem [9, 141.
CONCLUSION
Decomposition ordering allows us to compare two terms by efficient algorithms. In this way, it would be interesting to look at the examples of Section 3 again. The words we have to compare are abbb, abacaaa, abacab, bbcab. The decompositions [b; bb; a] and [c; aaa; aba] allow us to answer which of abbb and abacaa is the greater word in one comparison. To compare abacab and bbcab, it is necessary to refine this decomposition in what we call generalized decomposition by replacing each word in the decomposition by itsc generalized decomposition. The generalized decomposition of a word will be more easily represented by a tournament i. e., a labeled binary tree where the labels are ordered. The tournament associated with the word a where a has the decomposition [a; a'; a'7, has a root labeled by the maximal letter a, its left subtree is the generalized decomposition of the part a ' and its right subtree is the generalized decomposition of the part a". In [3] , Franwn, Viennot and Vuillemin give a way to associate a binary tournament to a permutation represented by a word. Here, the method is quite similar. But it will be noted that the ordering between the labels is as follows: the label of each node is greater than or equal to that of its left son, the label of each node is strictly To compare two words it is jufficient to traverse the two trees in parallel in prefix order until we find the first difference. The number of comparisons of letters will be less than 2 min x (length (a), length (P)) + 1, and often much smaller, as given by the following array: (rH another hand, Fernand Peinig proposed a generalization of decomposition ordering to terms with variables on a partially ordered set of functional symbols; that gives an ordering more general than the recursive \ path ordering [17, 191. A first version of the decomposition ordering took shape during conversations with Jean-Luc Remy and Fernand Reinig [l2]. Then Nachum Dershowitz suggested a good improvement which gave a nicer definition. I \ hank t h I am grateful also to Jean-Pierre Jouannaud, Marc Shapiro and Jeannette Wing for their help at several steps of this work.
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